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images the promise of the offseason is that it will give us a clearer picture of what the core of the
roster will be in 2013. and it’s not just what the 53 players on the team will look like, but what the

holes in the roster will be. as the new year approaches, we’re close to a satisfying conclusion in the
series of free agency that has surrounded wide receiver desean jackson. in the end, it will be a lock
that the eagles will re-sign him. a closer look at some of the potential additions to the squad in the

last week of the league year (we’re still waiting for wide receiver michael clay to sign with the
falcons) may give us a sense of the direction the team will take in 2013. on wednesday, the eagles
added a fullback in mychal kendricks. given that the starting fullback is g.j. kinne, the acquisition of
kendricks, who could play all over the field and was considered a priority for the eagles during the

offseason, should be seen as a sign of the team’s eagerness to add to the talent at wide receiver. on
thursday, the eagles announced that they added linebacker daryl washington to the roster.

washington, who was cut by the patriots, is likely a practice squad candidate, but given the team’s
desire to add a quality linebacker to the team, it would be a surprise if he is not added to the 53-man
roster. that leaves only one addition to the 90-man roster that i’ve seen in my projection. last week, i

speculated that defensive tackle isaac sopoaga could be a candidate to be added to the 53.
sopoaga, who has made the pro bowl the last three years, could be a candidate to assume one of the

team’s two inside starting positions. adding sopoaga would create a great depth to the defensive
line. if the eagles continue to seek more options in the middle of the defense, they could look to the

buccaneers to add a defensive tackle that could take the place of one of the team’s two starters,
gerald mccoy and brian price. the eagles may also look to add a free safety, considering their current

group of cornerbacks has been shaky at best. there are still some quality free safeties around the
league, but the eagles may go for some value considering the player they will have to move if they

do add another starter. finally, the eagles added another linebacker in rookie kiko alonso, who
played a big role in new york’s victory over green bay sunday night in the playoffs. with mychal

kendricks, who started nine games last year, on the roster, the eagles have an impressive group of
linebackers.tanzania budget speech 2013 2013/01/14 20:10 source: ghana news agency source: gna

source: gna source: gna source: gna kejetia mawere (left) says he cannot do anything about the
procurement process and kariama lemma (right) says he is still confident of receiving the $900

million of government budget. photo: tps by nii kumku [gna] the tanzania capital budget for the year
2013 has been presented today and some people have been critical of the budget, but others are

well pleased and see this as the harbinger of the growth expected in the country over the next few
years.
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